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Modern experiments are producing a growing body of data on
the cosmic microwave background (CMB)[1]. These photons last
scattered when the universe was a fraction of its present age, al-
lowing us to explore deep into the history of the universe. Theories
abound with which to confront this data, and the challenge is to
maximize the impact of the data on our understanding. The origin
of uctuations observed in the CMB may be due to \defects" [2, 3]
such as cosmic strings, or an early period of cosmic \ination"[4].
Our understanding of both pictures is suciently incomplete to al-
low a wide range of predictions from each scenario [5, 6]. Here we
show how the fundamentally dierent role played by \causality" in
the two scenarios will allow the next generation of observations to
transcend these uncertainties and identify whether the uctuations
originate with ination or defects.
The history of radiation can be separated into three epochs: at very
early times photons were coupled to other matter and together behaved like
a relativistic uid in which pressure waves propagated at c=
p
3. Universal
expansion weakened the coupling between them eventually producing today's
\free-streaming" epoch where photon-matter interactions are negligible. The
two epochs are linked by a \damping epoch" during which dissipation can
diuse perturbations [7, 8, 9].
The statistics of uctuations in the radiation can be directly related to
perturbations in the gravitational potentials (h, h
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where N indexes the types of matter, 
N
is the density contrast, 
N
is the
peculiar velocity potential, 

N
the critical mass density in component N and




are functions of the
defect stress-energy tensor. We shall assume that the universe is dominated
by cold dark matter. The evolution described by these equations is very
dierent for the two classes of theories we are considering.
Consider rst perturbations of a primordial origin, such as ination, with
no defects (S = 0). Modes of interest (labelled by wavenumber k) were
once outside the horizon (k  H
 1
) where there is one growing and one
decaying solution. Just before \horizon crossing", perturbations from ina-
tion (and, more generally, most perturbations set by \initial conditions")
will be dominated by the growing solution. If horizon crossing occurs in the
tight-coupling epoch the growing solution will match onto a temporally os-
cillating solution, a pressure wave in the relativistic uid. Figure 1 shows
the evolution of 

(k) for a specially chosen value of k. Ination predicts
an ensemble of possible solutions corresponding to a range of amplitudes for
the superhorizon growing solution, and several members of this ensemble are
shown. Note that 

(k) = 0 at the end of the oscillating regime (
?
) for all
members of the ensemble. Solutions exist for pressure waves which attain
any amplitude at 
?
, but requiring the solution to start as a superhorizon
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) = 0 for this value




) (solid curve) for a range of k. The superhorizon




) = 0 only for particular values of k. The net
result is the oscillatory features shown in Figure 2.
For cosmic defects the story is very dierent [12, 13]. Even though defects
(produced in a cosmic phase transition) give non-zero sources on superhorizon
scales, the fact that their formation and subsequent evolution obeys causal-
ity ensures that there is no net movement of matter on superhorizon scales
[10, 14]. Essentially all the superhorizon perturbations induced by defects
are simply cancelled by other perturbations which causality guarantees are
present. (Ination has a qualitatively dierent causality structure and can
produce physical superhorizon perturbations.) Before 
?
the observed uni-
verse was composed of many regions which were causally disconnected (as far
as the defects were concerened). Since the defects' motions were uncorrelated
between these regions the sources in fourier space exhibit an essentially ran-
dom time evolution with a characteristic defect \coherence time" (O(H
 1
)).
In this case the statistical ensemble describes a set of \histories" for the de-
fects, rather than just intitial conditions for the 's, and the result is radically
dierent.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the physical excitations of 

, with the
corresponding source evolution. The photons start out with no physical
perturbations, but starting around horizon crossing the source can have a
net impact. As illustrated, the randomly evolving sources can not impose
constraints on the temporal phases of the pressure waves. Thus it is not
surprising that the dashed curve (for defects) in Figure 2 does not show the
oscillatory features found in the other (inationary) curve. (NB If one were
to make the approximation of using an RMS value of the source in (1) one
would obtain unique temporal phases for each k. The result would be features




the CMB photons stream towards us and inhomogeneities in


on dierent scales k at 
?
will be converted into anisotropies T=T seen
today on dierent angular scales. Gravitational perturbations between 
?
and
now will add on further anisotropies, but only on angular scales larger than
the ones aected by the pre-
?
physics. Hence the l > 100 angular power
spectrum C
l




) peak structure, the so-
called \Doppler peaks". In Fig. 4 we present the angular power spectrum of
3
the brightness of the microwave sky for inationary and string-based models.
The small scale (l > 100) behaviour of the two is very dierent.
We have described how the origin of these dierences lies in the funda-
mentally dierent role played by causality in the two cases. The dierences
are of such a fundamental nature that they will persist in calculations which
examine the full range of possible ination and defect based models. Our
results present a fantastic opportunity to resolve deep questions about the
universe in a rather direct way. The causal nature of the origin of uctu-
ations should be revealed by observations of the CMB which are possible
with today's technology. Undertaking and interpreting these observations
deserves a very high priority, and should produce science of the very highest
standard.
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Figure 1: Perturbations from Ination: Evolution of a specially chosen mode
during the tight coupling era. (The time parameter  is \conformal time".)
All elements of the ensemble (including the ve shown here) go to zero at
the nal time (
?
), due to the xed phase of oscillation set by the \growing
solution" initial conditions. The y-axis is in arbitrary units.
Figure 2: The RMS value of 

evaluated at the end of the tight coupling
regime (
?
) for ination (solid) and cosmic strings (dashed). Due to causal-
ity constraints, defect models can not produce the oscillations found in the
inationary case. (The y axis is in arbitrary units and the relative normaliza-
tions of the two curves have not been calculated.) Another interesting case is
the \Peebles isocurvature model"[15]. Here oscillations are also present, but
not because of a superhorizon growing constraint. The isocurvature super-
horizon perturbations match onto the pressure waves in an equally regular
way, leading to a similar eect. (Such pertubations are also \primordial" in
the sense that they must originate as \initial conditions" or from a period
of ination.) Close inspection of the dashed line reveals a small hint of the
oscillatory features. This is due to a highly suppressed (but nonzero) contri-
bution from superhorizon growing solutions. We have chosen a model which
exaggerates this eect (see Fig 3) and even so it is extremely small.
Figure 3: Perturbations from defects: Evolution of the same mode used in
Figure 1, showing both 

(k)) and the corresponding source S
+
during the
tight coupling era. Two members of the ensemble are shown, with matching
line types. Due to the randomness of the source, the ensemble includes solu-
tions with a wide range of values at 
?
. Unlike the inationary case (Figure
1) the phase of the temporal oscillations is not xed. (The y axis scales are in
arbitrary units). The source is constructed by randomly choosing values from









The values are chosen at random time intervals with mean size  and the
continuous function S
+
() is produced using cubic spline interpolation. The
function F is the structure function from [16] and the time parameter 
is \conformal time". The factor involving k
c
is the \compensation factor"
(from [16]) which we have absorbed into S
+
, since for simplicity we want
to only source physical pertubations (those not destined to be canceled due
to causality). In this formalism superhorizon modes are excited, but the
physical exictations are suppressed as k
4
. We have chosen the parameters
coresponding to the X model in [16], which we expect overestimates the de-
gree to which any defect model can excite superhorizon modes. (The x-axis
is just k=k
c
, so one can easily note the eects of the compensation factor.)
It is very important to model the eects of causality correctly. If unphysical
superhorizon excitations are produced with sucient amplitude, the growing
solution can dominate the entire calulation, producing results very similar
to those from inationary models. This issue requires particular attention
when the calculation uses sources from numerical defect simulations.
Figure 4: Angular power spectrum of temperature uctuations generated by
cosmic strings (dashed) and arising from a typical model of scale invariant
primordial uctuations (solid) in arbitrary units. The all-sky temperature
























normalization between the low l part of the C
0
l
s (dominated by the evolution
of the network after 

) and the high l part (due to perturbations in the
baryon/radiation uid before 

) is as yet uncertain but has no bearing on
the eects we are discussing here. We thank Naoshi Sugiyama for the use of
the scale invariant primordial power spectrum.
